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Examples are given of simple noetherian integral domains which have simple 
modules of widely differing GK dimensions. There is also an example of a simple 
integral domain whose GK dimension is one. 
Let R be a finitely generated algebra over a field k and A4 be a simple 
faithful R-module such that GK(M) (the GK-dimension of M) is a. If a = 0 
then dim, A4 < co, so dim, R < co, GK(R) = 0 and all simple R-modules 
have the same GK-dimension, viz., 0. It has been conjectured 11, Chap. 1, 
Sect. 9, Problem l] that the Weyl algebra A, (over a field of characteristic 
zero) has the same stability property, viz., that all simple A,-modules have 
the same GK-dimension, viz., n. We show that such a stability result does 
not hold for arbitrary simple algebras. (The Weyl algebras occur as simple 
images of enveloping algebras of nilpotent Lie algebras. The algebras 
constructed here are simple images of enveloping algebras of solvable Lie 
algebras which have an abelian ideal of codimension one.) 
Let a E N, a > 0 and R, be a finitely generated algebra which is a simple 
integral domain but not a division ring, and suppose that GK(R) = a + 1. If 
M is a simple R,-module then GK(M) satisfies 1 < GK(M) < a. (See 
Proposition 2.3.) For each a E N, a > 0, we construct such an R, which is 
also left and right noetherian and which has simple modules M, and M, with 
GK(M,) = 1 and GK(M,) = a. The union R, of the R, is a simple integral 
domain of infinite GK dimension which has simple modules M, and M, with 
GK(A4,) = 1 and GK(M,) = co. (R, is not a finitely generated algebra.) 
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In the final part of the paper, an example is given of a simple left and right 
noetherian integral domain R such that GK(R) = 1 and GK(M) = 0 for all 
simple R-modules M. (Of course, R is not a finitely generated algebra.) 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our basic reference for GK-dimension is [2]. Let R be a finitely generated 
algebra over a field k, V a finite dimension subspace (3 lR) which generates 
the k-algebra R, M a finitely generated R-module and M, a finite dimen- 
sional subspace which generates the R-module M. We define GK(M) = 
lim sup (log dim V”M,)/(log n). (GK(M) does not depend on the choice of V 
or of M,.) If R is not a finitely generated algebra and ,J4 is not finitely 
generated then GK(M) is defined by GK(M) = sup(GK(,N)) as S ranges 
over the finitely generated subalgebras of R and N ranges over the finitely 
generated S-submodules of M. 
The algebras which we construct have the property that they can be 
regarded either as Ore extensions or as twisted group rings. We briefly 
review these constructions. Let K be a ring, d a derivation of K, G a group 
and 8 a homomorphism from G into Aut K, the group of ring 
automorphisms of K. The Ore extension K[x; d] of K with respect to d is the 
ring generated by K and x with the relations xa -ax = d(u), a E K. Each 
element of the twisted group ring K[G; B] has a unique expression Cnung, 
where the ug E K and ug = 0 for all but finitely many g E G. The 
multiplication is defined by: for g E G, b E K, gb = g(b)g, where g(b) 
denotes the image of b under the automorphism 8(g). 
For both R = K[x; d] and R = K[G; 81, K is a natural module: 
1 uixi E K[x; d], b E K, then b = 1 aid’(b), 
&&K[G;f?],bEK, then . b = 1 a, g(b). 
(These modules are respectively isomorphic to R/Rx and R/Z, where Z is the 
left ideal of R generated by the elements 1 - g, g E G.) These are the 
modules which will arise in Theorem 2.2. 
2. THE EXAMPLES WITH FINITE GK DIMENSION 
Let k be an extension field of Q such that dim, k = co and 
(ni ] i E N } c k. (Later the 1’s are chosen to be linearly independent over a.) 
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For n E n\l, let G, be a free abelian group of rank n and K, be the group 
algebra of G, over k. Thus K, = k[x,,x;‘,..., x,, xi’]. Let R, be the Ore 
extension K, [x; d], where d is the derivation of K, defined by d(x,) = &xi. 
THEOREM 2.1. If {Ai 1 i E N ) is linearly independent over Q then R, is a 
simple left and right noetherian integral domain and GK(R,) is n + 1. 
Proof. It is well known that an Ore extension with derivation d of a 
commutative integral domain K of characteristic zero is simple if and only if 
K has no proper ideals stable under d. The elements of G, are d eigenvectors 
with distinct elements of G, corresponding to distinct eigenvalues; i.e., K, is 
a semisimple k[x]-module whose isotypic components are one-dimensional. 
Thus a non-zero d-stable ideal of K, must contain an element of G, and so 
R, is a simple algebra. By [2, Theorem 3.21, GK(K,) = n and so GK(R,) = 
n + 1 by [2, Theorem 5.51. The rest of the theorem is standard. 1 
(For a discussion on how such algebras arise as homomorphic images of 
enveloping algebras see [ 41.) 
We now construct two simple modules over R,. M, is just R,/R,x which 
is K, with its natural R,-module structure as considered in Section 1. To 
construct M, we first regard R, as a twisted group ring k[x][G,; 81. The 
relations xxi - xix = lixi in R, can be rewritten as xix = (x - Ai)xi. Let 0 be 
the homomorphism from the free abelian gp G, generated by x,,...,~,, into 
Aut k[x] defined by xi tt (x w x - Ai). It is clear that the twisted group ring 
k[x][G,; B] is isomorphic to R,. (For more details see [4].) Let M, be the 
module R./Z, where I is the left ideal generated by 1 - g, g E G,. Thus M, is 
k[x] with its natural k[x][G,; 8]-module structure as c0nsidere.d in 
Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. M, and M, are simple R.-modules. GK(A4,) = 1 and 
GK(M,) = n. 
ProojI M, g k[x], as k[x]-modules. No proper ideal of k[x] is stable 
under G, so M, is a simple R.-module. Let V be the subspace of R, spanned 
by { 1, XI 7 X~'~aaa, x,, xi’, X). For f(X) E Mr 7 Xi . f(X) = B(Xi)(f(X)) = 
f(x - &). Thus V”‘.kl=kl+kx+...+kx”. Thus GK(M,)= 1. 
M, E K,,, as K,-modules. No proper ideal of K, is stable under d so M, is a 
simple R.-module. Since x acts on M, as the derivation d and d(xi) = ,Iixi, 
Vm . kl is the linear span of xf ... x’, with /iI + ..a + ]j] <m. Thus GK(M,) 
coincides with the GK-dimension of the K,-module K, and so 
GK(M,) = n. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a finitely generated algebra of finite GK 
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dimension and M be a cyclic R-module, A4 z R/I, say, where I contains a left 
regular element of R. If M is infinite dimensional over k then 
1 < GK(M) < GK(R) - 1. 
Proof. The left hand inequality is obvious. The right hand inequality is 
proved by a straightforward adaptation of [2, Theorem 3.41. 1 
3. THE EXAMPLE WITH INFINITE GK DIMENSION 
Let K,, R, denote the union of the rings K, and R,, respectively. Then 
R, = K, [x; d]. R, has modules M, and M, constructed just as for R,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. GK(M,) = 1 and GK(M,) = co. 
ProoJ M, z k[x] as k[x]-modules and M, g K, as K,-modules. 1 
Question. Let a E N U (co}. Then R, has simple modules of GK- 
dimension 1 and a, respectively. If m E N with 1 < m < a, does R, have a 
simple module M with GK(M) = m? 
4. THE EXAMPLE WITH GK DIMENSION ONE 
Let K be an algebraic extension of a field k such that the Galois group of 
K over k contains an automorphism of infinite order. (For example, take 
k = Q, p be a fixed odd prime and K = lJ, Us, where E, is a primitive p” 
root of unity chosen so that E: = E, _, . Let 8, be the automorphism of a(&,) 
defined by E, b E:. Then 0JQ(~,~i)=0~-,. Thus there is an 
automorphism 19 of K which extends the I!?,,. Since Ok = EY,, where q = 2”, 
if m(n) is the order of 0(n) then 2mcn’ = 1 mod p”. Thus m(n) + 0~) as n + co 
and 6 has infinite order.) 
Let R = K[x, x-i; 01 be regarded as a k-algebra. (So GK dimension is 
over k.) Since K is a field and 0 has infinite order, R is a simple left and 
right noetherian integral domain by (3, p. 22, Example 3 ]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. GK(R) = 1 and GK(M) = 0 for all simple R-modules 
M. 
Proof. Any finitely generated k-subalgebra of R is contained in a 
subalgebra F[x, x-‘; 01, where F is a finite algebraic extension of k. Since 
this algebra has GK-dimension one, R has GK-dimension one. If a # 0, 
GK(R/Ra) < GK(R) - 1 by Proposition 2.3. So GK(M) = 0 for all simple 
R-modules M. 1 
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